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T h e pr iz e s

Quality, professionalism and courage are characteristics 
that distinguish the journalists who receive the Gerd 
 Bucerius Free press of eastern europe award and the Fritt 
ord Foundation’s Free press of russia award. since 2000, 
the zeit Foundation has awarded prizes to newspapers and 
journalists who strive to promote a free press, free speech 
and liberal civil societies in the transition states of eastern 
europe. since 2004, the zeit Foundation has awarded press 
prizes in collaboration with the Fritt ord Foundation, oslo.
”our proposers, jury members and both foundations are 
following the rising level of tension in eastern europe. it 
is disquieting, not least for those who work as journalists 
and for the media. their working conditions are deteriorat-
ing. extreme pressures make journalistic work more dif-
ficult, especially independent journalism”, comments theo 
 sommer, chair of the jury for the press prizes. 
the Gerd Bucerius Free press of eastern europe award and 
the Fritt ord Foundation’s Free press of russia award are 
intended to strengthen the independent role of journalists, 
despite reprisals and financial difficulties, and to encour-
age people not to be intimidated by censorship and to 
resist self-censorship.
several prizes are made available each year to newspapers 
or internet media, including at least one prize for a medium 
in russia. in addition, special prizes are usually awarded to 
journalists.
the prize laureates themselves decide how the money will 
be spent, as long as it benefits the individual newspaper or 
journalist.

| Mustafa Nayyem delivers the 
formal address on behalf of the 
press prize laureates



C all fo r appli C aT i o ns

the press prizes are primarily intended for newspapers, inter-
net media and journalists from russia, Belarus, ukraine, 
 Georgia, azerbaijan and armenia. the foundations would like 
to express their support for newspapers and journalists in 
larger cities as well as for regional media aimed at strength-
ening the press in rural areas. 
the newspapers should demonstrate broad editorial initia-
tives in at least three areas, one of which should be  foreign 
policy. they ought to be able to demonstrate balanced 
 coverage of political, cultural, economic and social issues. 
they must show a commitment to democracy, international 
understanding and freedom of expression.
nominations must include the reasons for the nominations 
and will be accepted until 10 november 2014. issues of the 
newspaper or sample articles should be attached  
(contact address: the Fritt ord Foundation, Bente roalsvig 
 (bente.roalsvig@fritt-ord.no) or hanne Vorland  
(hanne.vorland@frittt-ord.no), uranienborgveien 2,  
no-0258 oslo). nominations must contain information 
about the publisher, editorial board, circulation statistics 
and the newspaper’s history, as well as an evaluation of the 
news paper or the journalist. self-nominations will not be 
accepted.
the decisions will be taken by an independent jury consisting 
of Falk Bomsdorf, Munich; Jo Groebel, Berlin; Martin paulsen, 
Bergen; stefanie schiffer, Berlin; theo sommer, hamburg, 
Vibeke sperling, oslo/copenhagen; Michael thumann, Berlin; 
reinhard Veser, Frankfurt am Main.
the prizes will be awarded in oslo in June 2015. the jury’s 
decisions are final.

| Prize laureates in 2014 in the Hamburger City Hall



pr iz e l au r e aT e s 2014

russia

Maria eismont (1974), Moscow, writes for the magazine The 
New Times and is a columnist in the newspaper Vedomosti. 
her main focus is on social issues; she writes about breaches 
of human rights, about the russian legal and prison 
 systems, and about adoption.

Dozhd TV (Moscow) was founded in 2010, and is the only 
independent tV channel in the country. the internet-based 
Dozhd TV ensures considerable variation in its programmes 
and debates as a counterbalance to official russian propa-
ganda. the public gets information through analytical and 
critical programmes, as well as through humorous ones. the 
station is constantly under duress.

| Maria Eismont, 
Barbara Kisseler (Hamburg 
Senator for Culture) 



ukraine

Journalist and activist Tetiana Chornovol (1979), Kiev, 
writes for Ukrainian Pravda. her investigative reports on 
nepotism and the abuses of power on the part of lead-
ing members of the former government are especially 
worthy of note. in december 2013, tetiana chornovol was 
brutally attacked and seriously injured by unidentified 
perpetrators.

Yulia Mostava (1968), Kiev, has been editor-in-chief of 
the weekly newspaper Dzerkalo Tyzhnia/Zerkalo Nedeli 
since 2011. this is an independent, critical publication that 
reflects her style. Yulia Mostova’s essays on domestic and 
foreign policy topics are invariably well-grounded. she is 
considered to be an exceptionally knowledgeable analyti-
cal journalist, and she has been named ”Journalist of the 
Year” several times.

Mustafa nayyem (1981), Kiev, is a journalist and activist. he 
writes investigative articles for Ukrainian Pravda, where he 
is also a blogger. Mustafa nayyem, who was born in Kabul, 
founded the internet channel Hromadske.tv, which has 
turned out to be an important source of news for the so-
called Euromaidan. nayyem’s appeals on Facebook helped 
initiate the pro-european demonstrations for Euromaidan.

| Aliaksandr Klaskouski 
| Tetiana Chornovol and Manfred Lahnstein (ZEIT Foundation)



Belarus

the journalist and the political commentator  aliaksandr 
Klaskouski (1958), Minsk, is one of the most highly 
respected independent political journalists in Belarus. he 
heads the news agency BelaPAN’s analytical projects. as 
a shrewd observer of the situation in Belarus, he brings 
very special depth to his analyses. he does not hesitate to 
 criticise the politics of the country’s political leadership.

azerbaijan

the internet channel Objective TV (Baku) informs the 
 azerbaijani public about breaches of human rights and 
the activities of dissident citizens. as opposed to the eight 
official government-controlled stations in the country, 
 Objective TV reports alternative and independent news, 
 without contributing to the cult status of president  aliyev. 
the channel focuses on the far-reaching problem of 
corruption.

armenia

the news website Epress.am (Yerevan) reports regularly on 
protest campaigns and renders visible doubtful practices on 
the part of the police force and the civil service, especially in 
the caucasus region. the news website focuses on human 
rights, and discloses information about mistakes in police 
investigations, corruption cases and abuses of power.

| Mikhail Zigar,  
Maria Eismont, Erik Rudeng 
(Fritt Ord Foundation)



e ar li e r pr iz e l au r e aT e s

a1+, edik Baghdasaryan, epress.am, Marianna Grigoryan 
armenia

antV online tV, azadliq, natiq cavadli, shahvalad 
chobanoglu, zamin haji, Mehman huseynov, Khadija 
ismayilova, rauf Mirkadirov, objective tV, tahmina 
tagizade, turan azerbaijan

sega Bulgaria

Batumelebi, Liberali, resonansi, 24 saati Georgia

Belapan, Belarusskaja delovaja Gazeta, Belarusskij rynok, 
Borisovskije novosti, Brestkij Kurier, cdMaG, ejednevnik , 
Gazeta slonimskaja, intex-press, svetlana Kalinkina, Valerij 
Karbalevitsj, aliaksandr Klaskouski, Maryna Koktysh, Mikola 
Markevitsch, narodnaja Volja, nasha niva, novy chas, 
salidarnasts, svobodnyje novosti, asya tretjuk, Vitebskij 
Kurjer Belarus

diena, Veidas lithuania



cristian tudor popescu romania

arsenjevskije Vesti, Mikhail Beketov, chernovik, Maria 
eismont, the russian-chechnian news agency, dosh, 
dozhd tV, inform polis, natalja ivanishina, Victoria ivleva-
York, Kavkazskij uzel (caucasian Knot), Königsberger 
express, alexander Golts, elena Kostyuchenko, Veronika 
Koutsyllo, elena Larionova, Julia Latynina, Moy Gorod Bez 
zenzury, nevskoje Vremja, the new times, novaja Gazeta, 
natalia novozhilova, novoje Vremja, semen novoprudskij, 
obschtschaja Gazeta, olga romanova, Veronika shakhova, 
roman shleynov, sovetskaya Kalmykiya segodnya, 
zoya svetova, svesda, svobodny Kurs, Fatima tlisova, 
chechenskoye obschestvo, Vyborgskiye Vedomosti,  
Yakutsk Vecherniy russia

tetiana chornovol, express, natalja Ligachova, Molodej 
Bukowinez, sergey Leschenko, Yulia Mostova, Mustafa 
nayyem, Vysokij zamok, ukrainska pravda, ukrainskyi 
tyzhden, zerkalo nedeli ukraine



T h e fr i T T o r d fo u n daT i o n

the Fritt ord Foundation was established by the narvesen 
Kioskkompani (the narvesen Kiosk company) in 1974. the 
paramount object of the Foundation is to protect and pro-
mote freedom of expression and its conditions, especially 
by encouraging lively debate and the courageous use of 
free speech. the Fritt ord Foundation administrates funding 
for projects within the programme areas information and 
public debate, Grants and education, art and culture, and 
Media and democracy.
the Board of trustees of the Fritt ord Foundation consists 
of former supreme court Justice Georg Fr. rieber-Mohn 
(chair), professor Grethe Brochmann (Vice chair), Managing 
director christian Bjelland, professor Liv Bliksrud , attorney-
at-law alexandra Bech Gjørv, professor and director Guri 
hjeltnes, Journalist and Writer Frank rossavik, and Writer 
and Foreign correspondent sigrun slapgard. Knut olav 
Åmås is executive director of the Fritt ord Foundation. 
Bente roalsvig is project director.



The zeiT foundaTion

the charitable zeit Foundation was founded in 1971 by  
Gerd Bucerius. its objective is to promote the development 
of the civil society. the zeit Foundation’s programme areas 
encompass research and scholarship, arts and culture, and 
education and training. the flagships among the Founda-
tion’s commitments are the Bucerius Law school in hamburg 
and the arts venue known as the Bucerius Kunst Forum, 
located in the heart of that hanseatic city.
the Board of trustees of the zeit Foundation consists 
of professor Manfred Lahnstein (chair), dr Karl-Joachim 
dreyer,  Giovanni di Lorenzo, dr siegfried Luther, professor 
hubert Markl, professor Jobst plough, christina rau, former 
 chancellor of the republic of Germany helmut schmidt, 
professor Karsten schmidt, peer steinbrück, carola von 
schmettow, dr henning Voscherau and MBa Bernd Wrede. 
the Foundation’s executive Board consists of professor 
Michael Göring (ceo and chairman of the executive Board), 
Michael Berndt and professor Karsten schmidt.
the Gerd Bucerius Free press of eastern europe prize is  
coordinated by Frauke hamann, project manager at the  
zeit Foundation. the Fritt ord Foundation’s press prizes for 
russia are coordinated by Bente roalsvig, project director at 
the Fritt ord Foundation.

hamburg and oslo september 2014
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